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Cafe luxembourg nyc reviews

On a recent girls trip to NYC, my friend chose Cafe Luxembourg for dinner before seeing Swan Lake. Oh, my! The atmosphere was so charming, so understated French... Bistro... big old subway tiles, thatched chairs, cozy and great bar. All the dishes delivered were delicious, look! I never had chicken in the restaurant but ordered it here and I still enjoy it a few days later. There
was also a wonderful salad of brussels sprouts. Everything was so tender, so aroma. I ate every bite and there was no place for dessert! What a great choice she made, I def. come back, even if Lincoln Center isn't going to!!!! More since 1969, restaurant, hotel, travel and other witty reviews handpicked, a worldwide team of discerning professionals, and your views, too. New York
Dinner Best of Lists Culinary Events Culinary Events News Review : Rating Awards Menu Photos Map Kitchen OpenBreakfast - Dinner Daily, Lunch Mon.-Fri., Brunch Sat.-Sun.FeaturesDress code: Business casualFull barReservations suggested - Click here for a key Page 2 ranking since 1969, restaurant, hotel, travel and other witty reviews by hand-picked, worldwide team of
discerning professionals Stunning old New York atmosphere with UN soup'on Paris - a little crowded With tables close together, but a noisy, upbeat atmosphere that makes it all very NYC experience: old pewter tiles on high ceilings, tiled floors, etc. Pretty simple menu, but all wonderful - my favorite has always been chicken paillard. Crispy, professional service and a place to
discover some of the Upper West Side celebrities if you're lucky. Perfect for: Brunch Dinner with parents Choice Dinner spot on the Upper West Side is challenging. One would think we'd be in good hands with Lynn Wagenknecht's creation, Kate McNally's ex-wife, who also runs the ship in the craze-approved cafes Cluny and Odeon. It's not that. Besides a few quality snacks, this
menu is a beat street. This is a standard, swollen French bistro fare, which is overpriced and under the portion. Of course, if you live on the Upper West Side and have money to burn, you're probably content using a Luxembourg cafe as a local stop-gap to cover your basic needs. For those of us who can avoid this, we will not use cafe Luxembourg for most of anything. French
onion soup is the best part of the menu here is the appetizers, and really the only reason Cafe Luxe doesn't get hit with wasting your time and money tags. Well-executed soup, albeit on the small side. Sweet, warm and delicious. Country Salad Apart from a small cup of French onion soup, this is the best we've had here. Combining poached eggs, bacon and frisee with a good
thick vinaigrette sauce was nice. Luxembourg We heard raves about this guy from the fascination of the faithful, but we couldn't understand why. A very standard burger restaurant, served on a bun that is too fat. It was so undercooked that we had to send it back, and that says a lot, given how cool we are with the bloody meat. Tuna Burger Is Very Similar to the Star Served at
Cafe Cluny, this is one sandwich Cafe Luxembourg does right. Pan fried chicken numbingly medium, as we would describe this attempt at fried chicken. It lacks any clarity, and overall was rather careless. Pan fried halibut Wow, talk about a huge bust. This thirty dollar first course, which our waitress broke us as one of her specialties, was a complete mess. A smelly piece of fish on
top of a raw bed of Thai-style pickled vegetables, aka Cole slaw doused with lemon vinaigrette. Avoid. NY Strip Steak Frits Small, an eight-ounce Creekstone Farm dry aged cut beef that was actually cooked in good order, served with some medium-sized shoe string fries. It should be your go to order if you happen to be here. Gefoltlt mirGef'llt dir200 W 70th St, New York, New
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